Abstract. The HADES spectrometer installed at GSI Darmstadt is a second generation experiment to study production of lepton pairs from proton, pion and nucleus induced reactions at the SIS/BEVALAC energy regime. The HADES study of the light C+C system at 1 and 2 AGeV confirms former finding of the DLS collaboration. Further studies of the reaction p+p and d+p allowed to reveal contribution to the above mentioned data of di-leptons produced during first chance collision. Finally, the results of the study of heavier system Ar+KCl indicates possible nonlinear dependence of the observed excess over the known long lived sources of di-leptons on the number of participants.
INTRODUCTION
Quark based models [1] [2] [3] , as well as hadronic models [4] [5] [6] [7] predict significant in-medium effects which should manifest themselves in measurable modifications of the in-medium properties of hadrons, in particular of the masses of the light vector mesons (ρ, ω, and φ) and/or Kaons. The collision of relativistic heavy ions can be described as first chance collision of participating nucleons followed by formation of compressed and hot reaction volume, which later expands, cools down and production of new particles ceased out. This moment is used to be called "freezeout". Therefore, to reveal contribution from compressed baryonic matter, one has to measure on one side production of studied species at elementary "first chance"-like collisions of pp and np, and on the other side estimate contribution from the freeze-out phase. Further, it is important, that our probes are not interacting while escaping from reaction volume. The chosen experimental approach in our case consists in the measurement of lepton pairs emitted by hadrons decaying inside the reaction volume. The major experimental challenge thereby consists in discriminating the penetrating, but very weak leptonic signal from the many orders of magnitude larger hadronic background. The High-Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer HADES [8] at GSI is used to perform exactly these tasks: with excellent lepton/hadron discrimination, HADES boosts in addition a 10-fold better mass resolution and a 100-fold higher acceptance than the pioneering DLS spectrometer operated at the BEVALAC (LBL, USA) 10 years ago. Indeed, with DLS were obtained the only data known upto date on lepton production in nucleon-nucleon and in low-mass nucleus-nucleus collisions in the few-GeV bombarding-energy range. The dilepton yields observed by DLS below the ω meson mass in C+C and Ca+Ca reactions at 1 AGeV [9] significantly exceed all theoretical calculations done so far, even if various hadronic in-medium effects are included in the models [10] [11] [12] . This is in sharp contrast to the results obtained at much higher beam energies by CERES [13] and recently by NA60 experiments [14] at the CERN SPS, where the observed low-mass enhancement can indeed be explained by various models. A confirmation of the controversial DLS results is therefore mandatory, followed by a systematic investigation of the observed effects as function of bombarding energy, centrality and system size, in particular up to the heaviest collision systems, like Au+Au.
HADES
The HADES setup is a rotationally symmetric, large-acceptance spectrometer, covering polar angles of 18 o ≤ θ ≤ 85 o . A fast, hadron-blind ring-imaging Cherenkov counter (RICH) is used for electron identification, enhanced with a set of electromagnetic Pre-Shower detectors, as well as a plastic-scintillator time-of-flight wall (TOF). Four tracking planes of multi-wire drift chambers (MDC) combined with a toroidal 6-coil superconducting magnet form the magnetic spectrometer for charged-particle momentum analysis. The LVL1 trigger decision is obtained as a fast multiplicity signal from the TOF wall and a LVL2 trigger decision is made by combining pattern-recognition results from the RICH, Pre-Shower and TOF detectors. The latter allows to enrich the event stream with lepton-pair candidates by up to one order of magnitude. Details of experimental setup as well as analysis used are described in [8] .
DILEPTON STUDIES
As mentioned above we measured production of dileptons in collisions p+p and n+p. In the latter case we selected n+p reaction by triggering on spectator's proton in d+p reaction. For details see [15] . Comparison between the average of pp and quasi-free np collision and the data from the light collision system C+C system at 1 and 2AGeV is shown in Fig.1 . Final results of analysis of the C+C data were recently published in [16, 17] .
From the di-lepton spectra shown we subtract the contribution from Dalitz decay of η-mesons, which are coming mainly from freeze-out phase and their yield were measured by TAPS collaboration [18] . As it is known, that the pion multiplicity is linearly proportional to the number of colliding nucleons in reaction volume, i.e. to the number of participant, the spectra shown in Fig.1 are normalized to the multiplicity of π-mesons. Let us remind, that we measured charged π-mesons in the corresponding experiments as well and our data are in agreement with previous results of TAPS and KAOS collaboration, for details see [19] . The data points for both C+C system are overlaying each other, i.e. the di-lepton yields below invariant mass of about 550 MeV/c 2 scale with the beam energy in the same way as pion's yield. The data points corresponding to the average of pp and quasi-free np collision are only very slightly below the points corresponding to the light collision systems, i.e. we cannot claim to observed significant difference between di-lepton yield below invariant mass of about 550 MeV/c 2 measured by us in light collision systems and corresponding first chance collisions. However, going to medium system such as Ar+KCl, the dilepton yield in the region of invariant mass 150-550 MeV/c 2 overshoots clearly data corresponding to first chance collisions by about 3 times, see Fig.2 . To study the effect further, let us integrate the dilepton yield at region of invariant mass 150-550 MeV/c 2 at Fig.1-2 . The resulting excess of the dilepton yield over long lived sources is shown at Fig.3 . as function of the beam energy for different systems together with the data for pions and etas. It is clearly seen, that the excess scales with beam energy like pion production and in the same time it increases nonlinearly with the number of participants. Our data were compared with predictions of HSD and UrQMD codes using the same set of parameters as in [20, 21] . We were unable to achieve consistent description of both HI and elementary collisions with the same set of parameters, see [15, 22] .
FUTURE PROSPECT
The extension of these experiments to heavy systems, beyond Ar+KCl and up to Au+Au, as well as to higher beam energies up to 8 AGeV is planned with an upgrade of the HADES TOF with a highly-segmented array of resistive-plate counters (RPC) and upgrade of currently used read-out electronics. First experiments with upgraded HADES are planned for 2010-12. Simulation studies of HADES complemented by these new detector systems were started [23] , with the aim to verify the possibility to study with high mass resolution vector-meson production in Au+Au collisions up to an energy of 8 AGeV where compression and therefore medium effects are expected to be the largest.
